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VOLUME XLVI.

"Now or Never" Speakers
Wan-t:New-America
.

An Editorial

N·ow .• • •

.

speab la 'tlle · U.N'. "aa if the er .to international organizations.
Amerlcan revolution· were fousht
Dr. Morris cited Cuba as a typifor the benefit of the Indians."
cal example w· h•re
our forei•n
~
..
Forty-five hundred people jamSpealdns of Red Chlila, Dr. Policy has sustained the Communmed the Xavier' University_ Field- Bouscaren stated th.at "••be adm I8-, ls&s. Dr. Morris claimed that we
house last Saturday evening, No-· slon of Red China (to the U.N~) is I have had sufficient evidence since
vember 11, to attend the first of the not anJ' more· Inevitable than Is the
or Communism."_ Dr. 1948 that Castro was a Commun· Sodality's "Sow or ,Never" pro- domlna•ioa
•
Bouscaren. characterised the ma- is&; and yet, when ~aUsta wanted
grams, The program opened w!th JorltJ' of neutrals 118 bavlns a to buy planes from &be United
Mr .. Charles Keating, master of "double standard of morality" and states to crush Castro, we refued
ceremonies; leading the audience as bniocrites 118 evidenced by their to sell them to him even tbougb
in the Pledge of Allegiance. Fol- stand taken at the· Belsrade Con• be was willing to pay cash.
lowing this was the National An- ference.
them, The forty-five hundred peoCommenting on the Congo sitple stood silently.. Mr. Keating then
He urged that the U.S. resume uation, Dr. Mo1-ris questioned the
asked for thirty seconds of 'silent atmospheric testing at the earliest correctness of. the U.N., "an orprayer for the enslaved peoples of possible date "to protect against ganization dedicated to the furthe world.
·
the· advance of Soviet technical thering of peace," waging war on
. power."
Katanga, "the last citadel of free
Dr. Antbon,._ Bouearen, profesDr. Bouscaren concluded by stat.: enterprise and western.sympathy,"
110r of political science at LeMoyne ing that our "strongest wea-pon 'is in the-Congo,
Col!ege, . wa.s . the first_ speaker . to the 900 million people behind the
_ __.. b ., •.e111ns Iron Curtain." All of -Our actions
The neufral nations also re.. the plat.form.. B e ope--.._
the ass~mbled l'l'OU,p that "our real toward Communist countries must ceived some sti·ong words from Dr.
a 8 s8I
Chi b t
Morris. "The majority of the neu.enem>.' is not
a or
na u be judged in the.light 'of whether trals," he said, "ai·e sly allies of
. &h~. International Communist Par- these "prl)posals will strengthen the Communists." He pointed to
&.,. · He emphasised that sueh the oppressor or the oppressed· • • .the Belgrade Con.ference as proof
phrases as, ••Lei's talk' to Russia," Our prime concern should be of his statement. ·He was disturbed
ete
. ·• are aimed at pulling sympath.,
. whether they will· sta·engt h en or· that the balance of power has
from the people for old imperial weaken the
to· resist" among shifted to the so-called, neutrals.
~uula. ~·we cannot· talk to &h~ peo'.". th ·
ed pe0ples. · .
;. . .
ll,,
1
~pie oi:a....ia ·~•e. atatetJ,.!!Ht onlJ'
e ens av . . . . ...... - -. . .
who aren t neutrals at a · · · . .

Certain speakers present a position which fs unreason•
able, and to the extent that it is unreasonable, it is irresponsible, and tends to -be. un-Christian.
Th e unreasonableness of t h e presentat'ion )"1es in ,1t.s
· d"ta•
lectic. It is a dialectic of emotion whic·h shifts from one pole
to another, that is from brute power to fear. Passage
from one emotion to the other is effected through the sup•
position that the U. S. has lost its power to the Communists
through inner weakness brought about by conscious or
unconscious dupes. All presentation of historical facts, all
analyses of positions are hung upon this primary dialectic.
These facts and analyses are intended as proof of the dia_lectic, but in fact do nothing but re-inforce the· already held
conviction of the listener. It is rhetorical, it is eloquent, but
it is unreasonable. These speakers. preach power for the
sake of power; fear is used as a whiplash to urge people to
act J>OWerfully because we are losing. But it remains to be
f)l'OVen that we are losing power. And more important if
power is what is desirable and we are t,o act powerfully, our
power can only be effective if it is meaningful, and not
power for itself. Our action must be the wm·k of reason, not
emotion.
To manipulate people through fear is to treat them as
irrational, as inhuman. This is scarcely consistent with our
d
American heritage of upholding the dignity of all men, an
contrary to the revealed truth that all men are created in
the image of God, who is Divine Wisdom. What is irrational
is not human, and what is n.ot human cannot be an image
of Wisdom,

by Len SehlDalt.
NEWS MaU.lns Edlter ·

wm·

. otelr·C~mm~ boUes;'"w"o be·-

· After a· :_fifteen.· niinut.e inte~- "'Th~·trend of our leader~- to sur. eaU.e of put. experience we.know mission, Dr. Ro?ert ~orris, Presi- render some of our sovereign powcannot. be trusted at the Summit dent of the Unavei·sity of Dalla~, er to international organizations is
. eon,er.ence &able at an.,. time.:
took the platform. Dr. Morris -shown, according to Dr. Morris, in
stated that. he•• ~as happ. Y to b~ a some stands taken by Adlai SteDr. Bouscaren .deftned peaceful
rt f this fme F01um which
pa 0 Holland has wrought,, .and venson.· Mr. Stevenson,
co-existence· as meaning- "we. mus. t Father
. againt' ac. all cording to Ur. Morris, some
remain peaceful while they (the was happy to be here " with
u imes
·t d
.· . · ·
acts' if he wished to be "t}!e m e
·'Communists) do us in." He brush~ th~ other . f~ne F.ath~rs ~h~. run ·Nations ambassador to the U.• S.
ed otf. the tension between Russia this magmf1cent University
·
:·
. ..
_ ~
rathe1· than the United States
· and c. hina as "alleged." ou·r only
M am·
Dr. Morris said ·that we are 1os- bassador to the U. N." Dr. oi·r1s
' hope.' for achieving our ultimate ing the cold ~ar fot· three rea- feels that there is grave dangei·
11oai, "the defeat of the Soviet em- son~: 1) "As a· nati~n, we ha.ve not in· su1·rendering ·our sovereign
pi re and its Communist system,'' is understood the nature of the ppwer to organizations which the
· to make· "'new and more powerful Communist
·
· ·orgamza
· ·t·ion;" 2) I n- Rus.~ians are '\Y()rking t() t a_"'·
k ovei;'.
·alliances 'with the:. enslaved i>eo- -stead ·of ·c0nfaiiling Communism,
· ·
·
· ··
·
·
pies .behind the. Iron c~ttain." >vi"e "we liave· u_terally been sustaining - Speakilll' of the. elite~~. of .cO...must :. embarrus the co~mu.~ist Communism :around the· world;''. munlst-tnftltration :into the United
dictators in 'these.. countrie!! _.by S) There 'has been a growing ten;.; States~.DkMorrls clteti.ilawall·as
working with the .establ~shed un.;; ·dency aniolig· ~µr leaders· to· sur:.. .a~ __ exiimpl~. Dr•.. Mor:rls elaiinl!CI
der"rounds
...to· create· assassin.a~
.., of.ou1,·sover,e1gn.pow'" · ·
·
that
presl..
.
rendeJ:'· sonie
d .t Mr.
.. .;&.Harry
. .:. ·Brldses,
..t bo.rthenlon
la
l!D · O1 nae 1arses 1a
D
,
· tfons, revolts, and. generaL Dl~Y- .
iiem in the: enslaved salellites. '~.We
Hawaii lti a communist aad "aeta
. .. . have only to make use" of the unlike .oa'e:~ . Mr. Bridses' union, the
conventional cadres which are al··
,
1.L·.w., accordins· to Dr. Morris,
ready trained,'"iaid Dr. Bouscaren.
"controls ever.,. susar and pine.
apple plantation in Hawaii." D~.
. Dr. Bouscaren urged a reversal
··Morrlli stated that the Communin. the trend of ·present American · Th~oujb- the course or.. the aca- .· w. "have sublltituted union . disfol'eign policy:. We must go ~·ove!'
·cipllne" for a formal Communist
• ·t·he .fifty-yard line· i·n· t~ their t_~rri- demic: Y e·a r ther~ are numerous
.
. II
scholarships and· f e 11 o w s h i p s party -1n Hawa •
toi~y." America must take the. of~ awarded to"'th~ superior stu- Dr. Morris concluded by saying
tensive and tell Nikita Khrustlchev dents who ·aspire'to-go ·on. to spe- that we must have a reversal of
that "your grandchildre~ .will live ci'ali'zed. w·ork·1'n t'heir chosen ft.eld.
.
under. freedom." Dr. Bouscaren·ilour present policies for it is math.
. sed
Rev. John F,t;lten, S.J., who ban- ·ematically; impossi~le for us to re~ h:1strated .his· pro~
!1ew. offe~'." dies the arrangements for scholar~ main free foi· another fifteen years
. 81Ve foreign pob~y with aeveral
.
h Id h. · ·t
shipa and fellowships, suggests that if the Communists continue tne
I
w:e ••in
· examp
sou.
ave orn , anyone who might
. ·· be·.interest
·ed.m ·same rate ' of success t h at th ey
... . es.
d
E.
t B 1.
...e wa 11 own
as
er m•-dor 1competin1
·
.
·
·
t
·
f
·
for a 1ran o any k'm d have had in the pas t f'ft
i een years.
bel ped the G ermans to · sa bo....,,e
· ·
.
h d
it."~ He eontinu~, "A ~rst step :::~~:::ai~f:~~~~f:~~ment ea
Following. Dr. Morris's speech,
in the new American pohcy would
Stud t8 ho are interested in there was a question· period. Quesbe _the overthrow of Castro."· He
en w
·
. · ·
lions wea·e written down on small
. ·t .
th Medical School scholarships should
d
t d M K t' g
. . d th t
eon t mue
a we mus give a11 e contact the members of the. pre- cards an · co11 ec e . r. ea m ,
help· necessary to enable the Cuban · d' 1
'tt
Th · . h0
master of c~rem1mies, picked out
· · ii
t
t
t · th ·
t
me ica comm• ee.
ose w are I.he quest1'o:"s • most often asked"
~x es 0 .re urn
_eir coun ry interested in scholarstiips to
·a.-:·I after •·rn••h1•asing" them pre·
t 1ts Present dictator
d
an ous
.
·
School should contact i>r. John J. sente;d them to.. the speakei·s .
..Our new .,.u.wauld he aimed. Whealen, who .is' the chairman of
at defeatlns &lie Communists and the pre-legal committee. .
The program closed with an anaot autl-Coinmunlsts," he)ald.' He
The time is somewhat limited for nouncement that thei·e would be a
eoatlnued that ..the-time ~·s come seniors to enter competition for second program the following
. le 11top talldnr about Western-~- scholarships. and fellowships; but Saturday, Novembe1· 18, featuring
lonlallsm .. an umUlraW eYll those juniors and sophomores· who Dean Clarence Manion, . widely
• ~ • There Is ·11ttle eoanee&lon he- are interested 'should start pre- known fo1• his anti - Communist
&ween the· American revolution paring now f01· the chance to i·adio pl'Ogrnms, and Mr. F1·ank
and the 1plrl& of eolonlallsm in win a scholarship or a fellow- Meyer, an ex-Communist who has
. ht
Africa,'" he said. He further stated ship in their chosen fields, accord- dedicated· himself to th e f 1g
&laa& .A:llai iteveas~a ...me&hilea inc to Father ,-clteu.
aiainst Communists.

We must be sufficiently aware of our heritage to recognize truth. We cannot. approve any form of opposition to
the C9mmunist threat which tends to destroy the foundin·g
truths.:.of ·our country. Our society demands the confidence
that the human mind can recognize aJJd communicate truth •
It requires respect for the human mind.
.
Statements-such as those expressed at "Now or
Never"-advocating assassinations and direct aggression
are, in our opinion, immoral. In addition the ."Now or
Never" program stated, "A man without this belief (in
God) bas no right to be in the battle (against Commu•
nism), nor even a right to call himself an American." We
would like to know where the Constitution excludes atheists.
It is _sheer demagoguery to assert that the dictatorship of
Batista should have been "gradually" overthrown, that· the
ftght. against Communism is "Satan's last fight," or that if
the Communist party did not exist there would ,be no World
War· Ill. \It. is mal.iciotis to cast doubt on the integrity ~f a
man by stating he is better suited to be "U. N. ambassador
to the -U S rather than U S ambassador to th U N"
:
· · ·• · .
·- ·
·e · ·
·
Let us compare two programs presented on campus last
weekend~"Now -or Never" and th~ symposium on "Mater et.
Magistra." Radical differences were obvious. It is. not &
· ·
·
Liberas.
I It is· a quest ion.
question
o f c·onservat.i. ves versus
- • ·
·.
, ·
•
.
.of radical emotionalism versus right r~ason. One of the molt
(Continued on .page 6)
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Fr. F eiten .Has .

Scholarship .
Data· . -.

°

Law

"
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·Faculty s·ymp
. .
0 s1·um

c·ent ers

On . "MATER ET MAGISTRA''
·by Charles Dorenkot& .
In an anniversary.celebration-for
the birthday of Pope.John XXIII
arid in an effort to explain his
recent encyclical, the Xavier University faculty presented Sunday
night a "MATER ET.MAGISTRA"
Symposium. Under the moderation of Dr. John Gruenenfelder of
the Philosophy Department, a panel of four prominent Catholics endeavored to clarify certain points
.
.
in the recent encyclical.
th L
.. R
A p
Fa er ou18 ,., yan, .,, " a
soelolo•ist from M( St.· Joseph
•
.Collese, spoke on "Sociall1atlon
and Subsidiarity" In the eneyclleal;
Father Ryan pointed out that Pope
John was no Innovator In this field
bu& that he merely restated the
position• of the Catholic Churcb
held slnee the time of Leo XIII.
Pope John explains to CatholiOll
throua-hout the world their obllration to each other u employees
and emplore11, and .ahow1 &ba&

the prlnclples of subsidiarity are
"1ound theolosy, sood PllJcholosJ'.
and Irreparable Ioele."
Professor Donnelly of the Busi•
ness Administration Department
next spoke on "Labor and Prop•
erty" in the encyclical. He point•
ed out that approximately one•
fourth of the encyclical was de·
voted to this subject. Beginning
'Vith the statement that "labor
without capital and capital without
labor are stei·ile," P1·of. Donnelly
explained the. Church's position on
the rights of workers and employers and the right to ownei·ship of
property.
Dr. Raymond McCoy, Dean of
the Graduate School, then spoke
on the encyclical and underdevel•
oped countries. Dr. McCoy pointed
out .that this is "one -of the most
difficult problems of the modern
world" and then went on to ex•
plain the Pope's statement of the
(Continued on page '1)
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Pare Two

HERE ll1ere is muclr desire lo learn,
tlrere· of necessilr1 will be mriclr a1·gui1'",
W
muclr writing;
for opif!-ion in
ma1111 OfJi11io~1s;

·good men is but knowledge in l/1e makmg.
John Milton

A Positive Approach,
In the encyclical "Christianity and Social
Progress," Pope John forcefuJly unde1·1ined
the necessity of the study and the spreading of the body of Catholic social do,ctrine,
"a social doctrine which is unquestionably
relevant at any moment to man's needs.'.'
According to the Pope, the Catholic laity
"should be convinced that the truth and
efficacy of this teaching can most. easily
be demonstrated when they can show that
it offe1·s an effective solution for presentday difficulties. In this way they might bring
it to the attention of those who oppose the
doctrine through ignorance."
This ignorance is not confined to the nonCatholic world. '.rhe present furor over the
papal publication certainly attests to the
little awareness many Catholics have of the
presence of a weU-developed corpus of Catholic social thought. With this unfortunate
situation in mind, we are happy to praise
the exceUent symposium on the recent encyclical which the Xavier University Faculty
Committee presented last Sunday.
Our only complaint concernipg this program was wen stated by a woman, who,
during the period of questioning, asked why
the "positive" symposium was not as well
publicized as the "negative" program of the
previous night. The program referred t? w~s
the Xavier Sodality's "Now or Never" ant1Communist rally.
To show · that . the sweeping adjective
"negative" is not far from the truth, we wish
to ·cite the position of "Now or Never"
speaker Dr. Anthony Bouscaren on the mat~
ter of foreign· aid. Asked why he did not .
.mention foreign aid to under-developed nations in his program for American ·foreign
policy, Dr. Ilouscaren replied that a distinction must be made between lonA-term and
short-term policies, between the building-up
of poor nations and the immediate thwart-

ing of Communist activities. Dr. Bouscaren
said 'that it has not bee.n demonstrated that
a weJl-fed nation will stay out of ,the Com- ·
munist camp. Thus _th~ absolute measure in
the matter of foreign aid appears to be the
national security, and a national security
which seems to us very narrowly defined.
In opposition to this position· Pope John ,
writes that the obligation of wealthy na. tions to impoverished .ones "is all the more
urgent since, given the growing interdependence among nations, it is impossible to
}>reserve a fasting and beneficial peace while
glaring. socio-economic inequalities persist
am.ong them." .
Commenting on the same problem. Dr.
Raymond F. McCoy, dean of· the Xavier
graduate school, had much to say last Sunday evening. "American Catholics," he says,
"hate Communism and aU it stands forwith excellent reason. But their hatred
makes them especially susceptible to being
used by persons with little appreciation of
Catholic social principles as outlined in the ·
encyclical. I refer to Mr. Buckley wli,o states
specifically that mor-ality should play n.o
part in American foreign policy-:--only the
national security; I refer to Mr. Manion,
whose Key tO Peace ,]eaves no room for
support of foreign aid or United Nations ac•
tivities. I refer to Senator Goldwater, a rising star, who can write, 'The American gov.emment does not have the right. much less
th-e obligation, to try to promote the economic and social welfare of foreign· peoples.'"
,.
We hasten to add that we <lo not accuse
the Xavier Sodality of holdin!t such opinions.· We only charge it with bad judgment.
Besides, it is a good thing to have the thesis
presented, as one faculty member remarked,
if only the antithesis is not forgotten, and
a synthesis is effected.
.
It is our belief and hope, too, that it will
be· the Xavier Sodality which will be the
first to seek that synthesis. No other cam-

pus organization has shown the remarkable
energy, of the Sodality, wh-ose progra~
must be commended for its sheer organizational success.

It All Starts In
The Classroom
.Too often, at Xavier,' there is too. much
negative thinki~g, too much tearing do~vn.
But there. is still a problem. Poor school
spirit. An attitude of pessimism, of "I can't
wait 'til I get away from here."
Why? Why is there this attitude? . Can
it be changed?
Some. claim that school spirit Is poor be·
cause of poor sports. But what is school
spirit? Is it some sort of enthusiasm
spawned only by victories? Is it "First-and·
ten, do it again" when our team is ahea~?
But: What is school_ spirit? Isn't it a
feeling of Love and Involvement based on
Respect? Y~s. that's. it. A love and involvement in a school because we respect that
school •
. (Attend classes. Only six cuts. Do homework. Like a m~ll.)
.
In his book The Restoration of Learnh:1g,
Arthur Bestor writes: "The test of every
educational. program is the extent to ,which
it trains a man to think for himself and at
the same time to· think painstakingly."'
And what about· you, Xavier? Do you
really understand what bappene~ . to the
Vietnames·e ambassador last Monday? And
why it happened?
New modem chapels are ·fine. ·so are
student union buildings, dorms, and statues.
But they aren't enough. We'll respect a
school · that teaches us to think for ourselves, to pursue the Truth. School spirit. ·is
not made on a goal line or in a hook - shot.'
School spirit is generated in the classro'?m
• . . or not at all.

========================================================================================1
Po/kMUNCH! SLURP!\'
Will we go down in history. as
the nation which-in the desire
for lower taxes-lost the war for
mankind? In the early days of
our republic the farmers paid the
s a ni e percentage of, the total
wealth for taxes th.at we. are paying now; yet their standard of
living and surplus of wealth were
much lower than ours.

adopt full-.fledged free enterprise,
we'll show them who's boss."
Snort! Snort!
This is the way to build an
ally?· By using foreign aid as a
weapon and a. tyranny against its
people? We should tyrann'ize our
allies- as a preparation· for fight~
ing Communism? ·indeed,. a very
sound philosophy.

Had we the same ·spirit of sac"Moreover," the advocates of
,,,
rifice as our forefathers, we would "C t ff th .
t.
,
u o
e1r wa er supp1y. conuse our economic strength. to pre- .t1'nue, "d1·d· you kno•.. that . the
serve t h e en d s o f our soc1e t y. To _ 1
t : f. I d" ..· b 'ld' g
. ends of our society
.
. are governmen
n 1a ·isk ·m thm t
day, the
d" ., A d o d'd
1
inextricably knotted with the ends 8th amh.
n
~ot~ n ?wd a
. .
ey. ave even: na 1ona11ze an
of other soc1ehes.
airline company?. Why, that's so.But we haggle. We quibble .. cialism!"
Pettifogging politicians munching
So what? It has not been beon luscious fruits cannot decide
yond 'the scope of our government
whether or not we should squeeze
out one drop or two drops from to build a dam. And It may not
an over-squeezed lemon for our be beyond our !Kiope to nat~onalallies .... ·our allies are· starving. b:e. a ·meal\ll of transportation.
Munch! Slurp!
And for the same reason: a fallure to survive free eompctltion.
But what is an ally? Oh, you
The voice of the people conthink that this is a silly question. tinues to vote for government in. However, those who form ·public
tervention at home yet condemns
o~inion don't know. And .this pa.r- it abroad. The naive have an un-·
ticular fo~m of ignorance prevails paralleled poise ;vhen they· carry
mostly .among the conservatives;! the double standar<!.
·

fight with us? We have given you Communism comes to India? For
aid in time of,need. Now, we need is the man in the dust· truly free?
your help."
And, of course, we would· echo
Is. this Galbraith speaking to like Marie Antoinette in the garIndia'! No, it's Citizen Genet bage can of history if we threatspeakiilg to America i~ 1793. And ened that a lower standard of livour government answered with ing would. come wiih Communism
the Neutrality Act of J.794. We to a land that j8 a near economic
~ere neutrai in an ideological zern.
war!. I guess that this conclusiveWe need India more than India
ly proves that our forefathers had
needs
us because the eastern
no sense of values.
world does riot look upon India
And so I listen with great .alarm as a neutral· bUt rather as the
to our politicians (cf. Now or rival-,-the ·only possible rival-of
Never, speech No. 2) who con- Red China. The herdsman and the
demn India because it . is neutral planter see before them a Jaborain the ideplogical war of the .time. tory for ideologies. Will Dr. Mao's
"Why"should we try to. undcr- experiment be more succes5ful·
t d
d · ? If N h
t h 1 than Dr. Nehru's? Probably ._so.
s an 1n aa..
e ru wan s e p, F
D
N h '
h' f
. t" t
he'll conform to ·our criteria. And or. r.
e ru s c ie . assis an •
1
until. then we'll. give him token Dr. Jack;
· thinks that India is not
aid to show that we're not really a prime· concern for him because
to. 0 bad after all."
·
t
t h
b
·
d
no con rac
as een s1gne .
HOWEVER, WE NEED INDIA
The uncommitted underdeve1MORE THAN' INDIA NEEDS US. oped· nations are trying to J'uclge
We can't expect India to adopt ·
·
. ·
which of the two nations-India
free enterprise where the per
capita Income is $65. What kind and China, whose politico-eco-.
of a capital surplus Is that? And n<i_mic systems are tlush opposites
we all, can realize that a eapllal to one another, is more rapidly
surplus Is needed for capitalism.
Our attitude has been. this; wh11n
your $65-a-year farmers bceome°
capltallsts, then yoa \\'Ill merit
·
·
the supreme honor of bceomlnl'' a
first-class ·American ally, O&herwil1e, you're ·Just 1econd elau.

But again: WE NEED INDIA
but they. are . far from
possessing
.
..
Once upon a time 11 dip1oma t MORE 'I'HAN INDI n... NEEDS us.
a monopoly m the ignorance m- sailed across , the sea to an un- 'We have much more to 'Jose-our
dustry. Of c~~rse" the; all think lde.rde~~loped: land. He said ·~'.°e- dignity, our_ freedom, our ·wealth.
they know:· An ally .. Well, an ·thing like ·this to ·tJ'le people._ .We What does an Indian have to Jose?
ally is a capitalistic democracy stand for.·'democracy and the dig-· .
.
. th d · t
· d'1v1'd ua·1. Th ere
· ·1s . 0 oes a man grove1mg 1n e us
m·•ty o f· th e 1n
that opposes Communism."
.
u. t . d
a t o t a l1'tar1an enemy
.....
a 1s e-. for scrai>s· of food . have dignity?
;And. so by one wag . of the t ermm
· us. · y ou say What good is· talk about our
pres· ed t o d est roy
·
tongue, half of the wo1·ld -is ,lost. th a t you won 't h c 1p.· B u t h ave. you ervation of the individual's dig"No! No! Joe McCa1·thy knew no sense -of ·values? ·Don't you nity. when a starving man doesn't
·
the way. He said that if the na- know right · from
wrong?. Don't know what it means to be dignilied?
tions don't jump right, cut oft you know black from white~. We
What good is our admonition
their water supply', He knew the are dem0«:rats.- '!'hey are not. lt'a
J1 Jndia · doesn't want io that -simple. Wh,y, then, won't ,you that freedom will be 'lost when

..,,.

and firm1y laying the foundations
for future economic st.rength.
The faet •• that INDIA wu.L
LOSE unle88 Ole voiee of Ameriea
ehanres lta tone. India - with a
mixed eeonomy and demeeratic
'prtnclple&-eannot compete with a
macblne .. llke China with imped· .

oua eeonemlo plannlnlf. In t111s
(Continued on page 7)
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Letters to the Editor
,_CurreJll Speakers
;~erely A Phase
Of Larger Plan?
Dear Sir:
l was somewhat surprised to
read in the Xavier 'University
NEWS (Nov. 3, 1961) the opinion
that 'our school spirit. stinks.' IC
, it is a case of "iam faetet," the

Musketeer statue would seem lo
be a fit "X" memorial. However,
as an outsider (faculty), I would
venture to say that the academic
spirit at Xavier . 'University is
presently very high, Excellent
work in promoting" this intense
interest has been done by the
"Xavier University News," the
Xavier Forum, the Leadership
Conference, the Sodality "Now or
Never'' series and others. The
promo l ers o f th ese projects should
be congratulated for the intellectual· excitement and agitation they
have brought to the Xavier campus.

~sition and the high road which

win attract some attention and
Ipolite
acquiescence because of its
liberal arts character of prudent
inquiry with· undertones of papal
documents and overtones of philosophical and theological discourse
wit!t historical background and
sociological insightS. ActualJy the
whole project will turn out to be
more problematic than dialectical
though no l ..ss ef'lecti've. It. could
"
be that the two first stages will
lead many to the learned ignorance needed to 'discover what to
avoid and what to look for in the
search for truth and the discovery
of the truth which makes us tree;
liberating us from fears and allowing us to be men; This is my
opinion. Wha~ is yours?
. Dr. Bernard A. Gendreau,
Philosophy Department.
•
•
•
·

"Now or Never" some
must be considered, too." Have you
s Pe c i a 1 inspiration that
Really · Positive Xi's
would lead you .to ignore Pius
encyclical on Communism in
Dear Sir:

I have the "impression that some

of the activities sponsored by these
organizations have provok~d some
opposition.· As a result of all this
intellectual activi't
n campus,
Y o
th ' ·
't , h
b
b' l a·
e umvers1 Y as een su Jec. e
to much violent and devaslalmg
·t· ·
f
Ch . t'
er• 1c1sm
ian on
gentlemen
and rom
scholars rJsboth
the
campus . and in the community~
Some feel that the ideas promoted
and propagated are too far right
and therefore wrong. Others feel
that the ideas expressed and
tolerated are too far left and
therefµre gone. Yet the 'university' is praised by men· of good
will who are thankful that all' is
right and lauded by men of judgment who are satisfied with · wltat
is left. The academic activity on
campus has forced ·the community
to make a· choice. This is a sign of
life. We should all be appreciative
:for the· leadership shown in this
controversial matter by the Dean
of Men, Fr. Patrick H. Ratterman,
. _S.J., who said, "It is a good thing
that we invilP. speakers to Xavier
lin!ve1·sity campus who disagree
with cerlain cherished minority
and even majority views. We have
done .. so in the pnst. We shall do
so in .lhe future. That· such speak~rs are always given a fair and
r.espectCul hearing on the Xavier
campus is a tribute to the intellectual maturity of the Xavier
community." ("Xavier University
News," <?ct. 20, 1961).
. ,After checking the list of speakers on the Xavier Fcrum, promoted .by the Dean of Men, and
the "Now or Nc"er" -series, sponsored by the Xavier Sodality, '1
have a sneaklng suspicion that
someone is pulling our leg for the
greater glory of God and for the
achievement of a good end. There
is. more here than· meets the eye.
r 'ventm·c to suggest that these two
pro·grams ac~ually intend to destroy Mql'.xist . dialectical mate1·ial. farn by a C h r i s ti a n spiritual
dialectic. .The fall semester program is· _planned as the THESIS
expressing one extreme which
will attract much attention and
misguided sympathy because of its
non-partisan political character
with undertones of academic striv-·
ings. The conservatives and the
;aginner!!' are havinC their day.
A next sta1e, not yet announced
or eve" planned, .will be the
sentation ·of· ·the ANTITHESIS
exp,ressing tne other e JC t r e m e
which will attract· much attention
a:nd critical ·opposition because of'
its academic character with overtones of non-partisan political, endeavors. The liberals and the 'don•t
bother', men will have their day.
Finally a third stage, not yet. announced or even planned, will be
the presentation of the SYNTHESIS expressinc . the middle

pre-

Pius XI was of this opinion and
so. he wrote his encyclical on
Atheistic Communism. The Xavier
Sodallty is of this rational opinion
and so they are presenting the
N?w or Never Programs. Let Mr.
B1rd whose lette~ appeared in
yo~r November 3 1ss~e and your
editors explain what JS meant by
t~e Church's ~ea~hin~ o~ the res1s~ance of ev1l Jf th1s JS not so.
C~Jldren are taught from. an ~arly
age tha~ Eve shoul~ h~ve re~1sted
the .d~v•l.. The devi!, sin, evil are
reahhes 1ust as germs and they
t be l
h
mus
oug t.
It is not the Soda!ity that ls
b~ing negative in presenting the
"Now or Never" Programs. It is
those who are opposing rather
than supporting · them who are
being negath•e. It ·is not just the
parts of Berum Novarum, 'Qaallra1eslmo AbDo, and Mater et
Ma1lstra that appeal to us that wc
should accept. The parts of' them
that warn against socialism and
the "refined persecut1'on" of today

p

resentation of the dangers and
growth of cancer to a group of

which he says that ·it is undermining the very foundations of
Christian civilization?
Congratulations to ·the Sodality
for this positive conll'ibution to
Christianity.

Three

IReader Sttrpr·ISed
By NEWS Issue

come interested in the various
functions put forth by and for the
University, But now there seems
to b1~ a fervent interest in our
campus "newspaper" but not for
Dear Sir:
the reason one might expect or
Congratulations on the last issue hope for.
of the NEWS. It was \veil worth
It would seem that any efficient
the praise of the entire student
bi>dy. It was surely a tremendous and unbiased paper should adhere
surprise· to find news on the front to the basic principles of reportpage and a posilive editorial all ing the news as it is rather than
in t~e s~me issue. Special con- putting forth editorials that· downgratulations to Frank Polk for grade everyone and everything
sticking up for the Sodality. All that disagrtl!es with their views
in all, it was the best issue to date. and the views of a very small
If we could remain on a caliber minority of "do-nothings" on cammch as this, we of the student pus. To call an election "rigged"
body could truly be prqud Of the and the Student Council incompetent and biased .is not helping to·
NEWS once •again.
further the brother~y spirit so often
called for by the NEWS. To back
Thomas R. Helmick, '63.
the small number of pseudo-intellectuals and give only vague rccoisnition and very little space to the
fact that Tran Van Chuong was to
visit the :Xavier campus is disgraceful. As a result, only approxiDear S_ir:
mately six students showed up to
As a staff reporter for the Xavier greet this renowned leader in
University NEWS, I feel that it is world affairs. I see this as an apmy. duty to express my views as to palHng testimonial to the students
the "re"amped" editorial policy of
the NEWS. When I first entered of Xavier but, then again, not all

• • •

Student Questions
NEWS' "Guts".

Xavier in 1958 the NEWS was on
the verge of disbandment, as I
understood it. The statrwas small
and highly inefficient in reporting
and relating to the students all th<l
pertinent news that each student

the students read the "fine print"
at the bottom of the first page and
scantily continued on page 11! But
the NEWS would rather be known
as the top controversy on campus
J'ather than letting the students in

doctors wo~ld hardly be. scorne~
as a negative approach. Tll,ere is
t
. • . . '~h h I h f
more o rnam.ammg"' e eat 0
a body than building it up
d d'
t b
Sincerelv,
germs an
iseases mus
c
,,
f _o_ug
ht ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
__
T_h_omas J. Lippe.rt.
needed to know if he was to be(Continued on page 6)
---------------------------- ---------

Cals are notoriously silent io their singularly feline way. But even the
most:stealthily treading tomcat could take lessons from the men at
FOrd Motor· Company whose job it is to track down and suppre_ss
unwanted noise in vehicles. ·
.
·
At our Ford Research and Engineering Center in 'Dearborn, engineers
have created a unique room without echoes, virtually duplicating the
perfect stillness that exists miles above the earth's surface.
The "Silent Room", as we call it, is a chamber utilizing fiber-glass
wedges as sonic "blotters" to soa~ up noise emanating from subjec~s
undergoing developmental tests. In this acoustically sterile environ-.
ment, electronic instruments seek out the_ source of vibrations,
rattles, rumbles and squeaks so that they can be eliminated in
production.
,
This scientific ~pproach to silence is but a tiny facet of the manysided program of pure and applied research which goes on daily at
Ford Motor Company. It is another example of Ford's leadership
through scientific rese~rc/J and engineering•

~

MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
PRODUCT• fOtl Tiii &llllllCAll llOAD o THI fAllll • lllDUaTll'f • AllD THI &al Of aPACI
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Muskies Rack Up Isl. Winning Season Sillce '56
Football Stat.istics

Potts Outd11els Marshall In 3-2 Win
by Bill Holohan
Xavier's Musketeers a s sured
themselves of their fir<>t winning
season since 1956 with the baseball-like win of 3-2 over Mm·shall
last Saturday.
Marshall's "Thundering Herd"
now stands 1-7-1 on tae year and
in lifetime play stands 3 wins and
9 losses with Xavier. You have to
go back to 1948 to find Marshall's
Jast win, although they came close
this year.
In a game that was what you
might term boring, you had to
wait for the final gun to see the
most exciting and controversial
play of the day. The last play
from scrimmange was Muskie
quarterback Irv Etler's 32-yard
clash into his own end zone on
fourth down and four with 17
"WHERE YA GOIN', TOM'!" Inquires m01111ter Marshall taekle
eeconds left on the clock. The play
.
was used to insure not having a Bob Ma.swell of Muskie nil earrler Tom Clark, wllo HftM to llave
punt blocked or having a bad snap a definite roal In mind.
from center on an attempted punt.
Even if trapped and caught before
the 17 seconds were up, Marshall Xavier side of the .field. The Mus- , driving, running of Marshall half"".ould only re~eive 2 points as t~ey. kies· intercepted four of Marshall back Millard Fleming, who threatd1d, and Xavier ~ould· Jree kick quarterback' Ralph May's passes, ened to break. away each time he
from the 20-yard hne.
with Cox Clark Person and Allen got his hands on the ball.
As it turned out: Etler was Smith ea~h grabbing one. May had
caught after scampel'lng from one
Xavier took possession on their
completmg
s1'd e o f th e en d zone an db ac k , w1'th an equally hard time
.
, own 10 after -the Mar. shall punt
.
passes even when they weren t and failed in the attempt for the
t wo secon d s l e ft . 0 n ti1e ensuing .
ff
G
p
tt
·1
d
th
.
k
e .intercepted.. He had a 6 for 18 day first down and were forced to punt.
k 1c -o , eorge o s sa1 e
ball to the Marshall 25-yarcl line m the passmg ~epar~ment, due to Potts kicked to the X 37-yard line
·11 d Fl emmg,
.
lme and fine and Fleming returned it to the 35.
w h ere M 1 ar
w h o was . the hard-chargmg
.
·
. mg,
t urning,
.
t
In this drive, with only minutes
.
a t w1s
rou bl esome defensive backfield coverage.
1
back all day, gathered it in and
Both teams had a hard time in left in the game, May maneuvered
returned it to the Marshall 35-yard raising a substantial drive. Xav- his team to the X 25-yard line,
line, where he was swlill·med under ier's long drive of the .day started whe1•e on a second and nine play,
by half the Xavier team, and by on their own 35 and ended in Pott's he threw to Xavier's Tom Clark on
then the game was over.
field goal. The highlight of the the Muskie 15-yard line. Clark reTfie scoring in the game was drive was a pass from Etler to end turned the interception to the
onened with three and a half min- Jim O'Donnell for eight yards, but Xavier 26 with only a few minutes
utes left in the first half when when hit, O'Donnell lateraled to left in the contest.
George Potts kicked his fourth Tom Clat·k for an additional 21
After three cracks into the lineficld goal of the year from the yards to the Marshall 12. Potts CJark for 5, Eddi~ Smith for no
Marshall 12-yard line. This was kicked\' lour plays later, from the gairi, and Etier for l_:.Xavier was
the last time either team put any 12.
faced with a fourth and ~our situm'\rker on the scoreboard ln the 'The Big Green seemed to have a ation on their own 32 with 17 secentire g-ame until Etier was trap.:. drive mounting early in the final onds left. This is ·the'. situation that
ped in the end zone with two period w'1en they moved from set up Irv Etler's back.wa;d qua~:.,
seconds left.
their own 20 to the X 45. before terback sneak for a loss.of 32 yar~s
The game was marked by great being forced to punt. This drive and the ·assurance of winnin1 the'
defensive play all day from the was spearheaded by the spinning, game.
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Yds. Ave.
Xa'Vler-Manllall Stat\stiftl
277
3.31 Firs& Downs , ..•• ,
7.
II
Cos ....•....•. ; t i
211
4.38 Rushinc Yanlare • ...
;__9 . . J~
St•Plea .....••.. 53
141 - 2.79 Pa!l8lnc Yardace:...
Bl
19
E. Smith ........ 36
107
3.00 Passes ............ 22-10 . 18-1
De Faalo • . • . • . • 24
97
4.0t Pa!ISes Int. by ..... , •
4·
I
Punts ........ , •• , . 9·34.6 .6-39.5
PASSING Att. Comp. Int. Pet. Yds. Fumbles Lost . . • • • • •
2
I
Etier ..... 88 37
6 .421 440 Yards -Penalised....
20
fl
Byrniarskl. 37 13
.f .351 1'79
:XAVIER STATISTICS
(9 Games>
RECEIVING
No. Yds. TD's
Xavier Op~
Daumeyer ••. , ••• 13
175- 2
First
Downs
..
,
•••
,
•
,
90
Ill
O'Donnell •. , , .. , 9
139
3
·Rushins Attempts · • • • 361
flf
Staple!& • , .• , .. , • . 9
IOI
i
1ttl
Rupkey •..•..• , , 5
H
.l. R1111"lng Yantas~ ••.. 1075
Passes Attempted • .. • 131.
JM
s ·1i • PuMs.
Co'8itle&ed : .... · 54
-...
.
Puatac vard.ce . .. • . . 659
7ai
TOTAL OFFENSE . Plars Yds. 'Total. Off~ ~ ... : .. 17a4 17';.
E&ler .•.. : ........ , . : ·141
542
s:a
277. Punts
. . .(No.)
.. .. • •.• • • • • • • 54
Vlark ... ·.. : .........• · lz
. Puntlnc Avenge •• , •. 33.1 · 37.3
Byrniarslli • , ·• • • • • . • • • 59
Fulilble1dNo.) .. ; ; .. • 24
ze
41
211 Fumbles (Lost) .. • • • • H
. ·11
S&uplea ............. . H .. 148 Yards PenallMd , , • • • 341
. Ht
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Doherty, Ten Seniors Bow Out·
·Muskies· Clash~·· With ·Cats;

Pla:r. F~nale of '61 Seaso1i
.

Xavier's Musketeers travel south
to Lexington, Kentucky,
renew
the 18th meeting with the Wildcats of the University of Kentucky
tomonow afte1·noon.
With their firs& winnlnc "eason
under their pads in five years,
X a v i e r takes on the tough
Southeastern Conferenee oppo11ent
whose overall record Is 4-4, and
In eonfcrenee play, 2-3. ·
Last fall the 'Cats finished with
a 5-4-1 slate on the season. They
b·~at L.S.U. 3-0, but lost narrowly
to Auburn (7-10) . and Georgia
(13-17). The tie was a 10·10 game
with Tennessee.
·
. Last weekend they knocked off
Vanderbilt, 16.:.), but wltho\it ·the
services of . the stellar . sign&lcaller, Jerry Woolum, who ·suffered a ·f1'adured leg. · ·
.coach Blanton ColJier has . 17
lettermen back with him, and his
top .runners have been Billy Ransdell and Daneli Cox. Collie}.' lost
a couple of top runners from last
year'!! squad .. Charley Sturgeon,
who ran a kickoff back for a TD
against us, Cal Bh·d, and. Jimmy
Poynter were the halfbacks who
led' the Cats . to a · 11evenUi place
finish in the SEC.
·
Jerry Eisaman w• the numb.r
.one slg-nal ealler las& ~ear, but
Jerry Woolum wound up firs& ln
passing: on the team' and fourth Jn
the SEC paHlnc department. He
also finished fourlh ln the eonfer·
enee In total offense.
His prime target was Tom

Milian
. . Al
Sports Of The NEWS .NEWS
S orts Editor
What price victory? The philosophy behind Irv
Etler's -32 yard jaundiced jaunt last Saturday is
open to debate. A number of play pmssibilifies were
possible on that fourth and four situation on our
own 32 yard line. A punt, of course, was the prime
possibility. But the chance of a Marshall player
blocking it was, apparently, thought too great. And
still, they might have run the ball back for a TD
jf the ball were kicked.
But no matter the philosophy, the play looked
bad, very bad. When a quarterback on a co1I~e
football team, any team, has to turn aroun_d, make
a mad dash to his own goa.1 line in order to g.ive
two points to the opponent to preserve a victory,
something's got to be mixed up.
Playing a team that had won a single game out
of eight, and was ostensibly weak, it shouldn't have
been that close. Perhaps it was a Jet-down after
the Louisville game, but the play .was miserable.
Mat·shall's deepest penetration into ou'r territory
came the last time they had the ball. They got
down to our 24, but Tommy Clark snatched off a
Ralph May pass to slop the threat.
I think that two plays made the game for ·the
Muskies. The first was a fumble b'y · Dixon Edwards on Xavier's 32, after May had just connected
with Millard Fleming on a 2o-yard pass for a first
down on the X-32. The Big Green seemed to be· ·
moving with May and Fleming, but the fumble
a;eemed to drain the drive out of them.
We picked up -9 yards rushing the whole afternoon. Include Etler's 32 ya1·ds in that and you
come up with 23 yards total. Combined with 81
yards through the air, total yardage just creeps
ever 100. We're just a little bit better than that.
The second set up Potts' game . winning field
lfOal. On a second and 10 situation on Marshall's
41 yard line, Etier threw a strike to Jimmy O'Don11ell on the 35 near the right side-line. · He fought
for a couple more, then lateraled to Tommy Clark,
trailing behind, and Clark got down to Ma1·shall
12 before being stopped. Four plays later, Potts hit
the tl'iple that won the ba]J game.
Marshall's Milla1·d Fleming p1·oved himself quite

No.
IRUSHING
lT. Clark • . • • • • • • 12

.

to

a boy. The work-horse of the Big Green backfield,
he ate up 49/ yards in 23 carries, and· he never
stopped fighting and spinning when hit. He's one
of t.he best backs the Muskies have seen 1111 year·
and, if ~e had had a. line up front, the Marshall·
men might have wound up on top.
STUDENT SPIRIT
For the first time that I can remember in my
past two· plus years· here (it probably goes back
farther), the Muskie students let the Muskie eleven
know that they were soHdly behind · them. The
cheering was great but the halftime co1·don for the
players was the greatest. Whoever pushed the
whole idea, keep on pti"shing. Basketball season's
comiQg and maybe you could set a few precedents.
KEN'J'VCKY
We play the Wildcats from Kentucky tomorrow
down at Lexington. It seems as though we always
play down the1·e and never here. That's true, be(BULLETJ~)
cause both schools (Xavier a little mo1·e maybe),
The Xavier 1Jnlvenity Flylnr
want the take from the gate receipts. And Ken- Club will hold a take-on meeHn,tucky could never get it up here. And when was a& the elubrooms of the· Greater
the last time we knocked off the 'Cats from the CJnelnnatl Ainnen'• .Club, loeated
Blue Grass state? Try 1S38. We conquered, 26-7. ln &he Administration ·Bulldlnr of
But why keep on playing a school that can give
Lunken Airport, on Monday eveou1· scholarships by the dozens, suit up 70 guys Jor
nlnc, November 20. All Invited.
a game and "redshit't" another two dozen. -Wa&eb' for additional lnforma&loa.
We received our most humiliating defeat at the
hands of _the Wildcats back in 1946, 70-0.
Last yea1· we we1·e bounced 49-0. I think it's
time for both the athletic department and the school
administration to re-evaluate our football policy.
(B1JLLETIN)
If \\•e're going to play big time teams, we'd betAll enwlea for lnwamaral Indoor
ter "appropriate" more for ·more playel'S. Other- basketball
h la te C•aell
wise, no go,
&uberr by WedaelNlay, Nnember
We have a pretty gOGd team that will do a pretty 12. ONLY .tealDS entered b;r tlaat
gOO<l job, if, and only if, we play schools of their date will be elirlble te 1tla:r. Ever:r
own size and calibre. We're !Jlking ·on Kentucky team (even tllOlle eurreatJ:r eomfor the 18th time, and we've got one victory in all pe&ins In other eyea•) amt turn
those games dating back to our third year of foot- In a r08ter witll a eaptaln l ..ted
ball in 1903.
and his tele1tbone number •eal•If ali the Kentucky game means to the aclmin- nated. Eaeh team must aho auhml&
Jstrntion, both academic and athletic; is money (at a preferenee In nlsllt (Mon., Tues.,
the expense of Xavier's prestige), somt:thine · js Wed., Thul'll.) aDll time (8:H,
amiss somewhere.
7:00, l:H)
-

Collier
S'l ", 195-pound

Jtlaatoa

Hutchinson, a
end,·
who makes it rough on the opposin1 secondary.
Center Irv Goode weighs in at .
220 pounds and stands 6' 5" and is
the mainstay of a bill, beefy line.
Gary Coch~an provides the only
experience at fullback.
While
nine lettermen have depat·ted from
the backfield, the Wildcut.s have
at· least one letterman a\1ailable at
every position.
Last year Kentucky conquetf!d
49-0. The last time Xavier knot·ked·
off the. 'Cats was in 1938.
Kentucky is presently eighth in
the SEC; they'll be hungry,

Sports Shorts

Flying Club

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
(6-3- .667)
Sept. 15-Kent State •••••. (Hi-8)
Sep,. Z3-Mfaml (0) • , •• ; .. (0-3)'
Sep•. 29-Detrolt •.•••.... (8-30
Get..
7-Cfnelnnati , • ;·;. (17-12)
Oet. 14-0blo U ••.••••••.. (fi-3)
Gel. 21-Tbe Citadel ••• .' .. (fi-7)
Noy. 4-Loulavllle ••••••. (J&-1)
Noy. 11-Manhall •••• _, .. , . (3-2)
Nov. l~Ken&uell:r ·••• Aw~y 2:1t

lntramurals

••* ·

1

•
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Pase

Play Five Top-20 Teams

FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS

Muskies D1·aw 13 In Pre-Season Pick
This is the final article in a sop h ?mor~s w h o will be in the I baek, this aeason will probably
aeries 0 1 /our reports 011 the 1961- starting lmeup. Victor Rouse will involve a rood amount of reb•lld·
.f2 Xavier basketball team.
team with Harkness at the for- in1t.
All-American Dave De B u s · · Two weeks from Sunday Coach ward spots, while Jack Egan will
Jim McCafferty's ca g e rs open join Gavin in the backcourt. Les-- schere has paced the Detroit attheir 1961-62 hardwood campaign. He Hunter will open at center.
tack for the last .two seasons, The
··After presenting an analysis of
Illinois had a disappointipg 9-15 Titans were hit hard by the loss
the forward, center and guard record in 1960-61. Four starters of Charlie North and Charlie John

J>ositions, it is evident that the
Muskies have the experience and
depth necessary to produce a winDing. basketball team.
, ',»PotentiaJly this is the finest
eage squad in the h is to r y of
Xavier. However, past records,
11tatistics, and press releases will
mean very little when the first
whistle blows this season.
· · The ·Musketeers are r a n k e d
thirteenth in the nation in one
pr~-season po1J. Whether they advance or fall in the national ratings wiU depend upon their hard
work, determination and team
work-three requ(rcments for any
1t1ccessful athletic teain.
This year's schedule is undoubtedly the inost rugged that an XU
basketball team h.as · ever faced.

~we

back this season including
Dave Downey, one of the best
performers in the Big Ten, and
6-8 Bill Burwell, forward and
center respectively. Bill Small and
senior Jerry Colangelo return at
guard.
AUbouirh Villanova and Detroit
each have an All-American eandldate, the Wildcats and the Tl&ans appear to be beaded for
rou1b seasons. 6-3 senior Hubie
White averased more than U
points per .1ame for VIiianova last
year. White Is also a sreat rebOunder and feeder. Slnee the
Wlldeats have only four· lettermen

I

Morgan. Both players were dismissed from school in connection
with the recent basketball scandal.
Both Louisville and M i a m i
(Ohio) will count heavily upon
sophomores. The c.ardinals lost
John Turner · and Fred Sawyer
through graduation. . A pair of
Rons, Rooks and Hawley, are the
top new· men. ·Rooks is from Mt.
Healthy high school. B~d Olsen,
Jadie Frazier and Jerry Armstrong
are three of Cbach ·Peck Hickman's
veteran players.
The Miami- Redskins have Dave
Mack and Lavern Benson returning. 6-6 Ralph Wright will move

~spite
this fact, the ·Muskies are
eapable ·of whipping any foe on

B1·1es . Posts 18-5 Mark

the schedule.
Provldenee, •he deft-ndln1 NIT
ebamps, and NCAA title-bolder
Vinelnnatl headline the 1961-62
epponen.&s. Jim Hadnot, a 6-10
eenlor, 6-6 Geor~e Zaluckl, and
backcourt men Ray Flynn and
Vinnie Ernst are the top returnees.
Ernst was the Most Valuable
Player in the NIT tourney last

The 1961 Freshman football
team, under the coaching of Ed
Biles, completed its season O\!~
tober 26 with a hard-fought 14-12
squeaker over a big Miami club.
This game brought to a climax
another successful s e a so n for

FORMAL OUTFIT.
Ht W. llleMlllaa 81.
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into a starting forward slot. The
other two regula1·s will come from
among Jerry Saunders, Trip Bosart, Bpb Moon and Wayne Di~on.
A ·Kentucky Invitational TCJurnament should be one of the highlights of the coming season. The
Muskies meet Kansas State and

L itt
• l e Valley Champ
·

COMPLETE
••••

Fi••

.•11.21.
MA t-•H•

who were to lead their varsity in
1960 to an undefeated season,
Mid-American Conference Championship and a national ranking
of the number one small college
football team in the country.

Kentucky challenges Tennessee in
first round encounters. Two giant
sophomores seem to be the key
men for K. State. 7-0 Roger Sl;tt.
ner and 6-8 Joe Go~tfrid should.
i;ee plent.y of action this year.
Kentucky is placing its hopes on
6.-5 sophomore Cotton Nash, while
Tennessee ~hows littie improve-·
ment over last season when they
finished with an 11-15 record.
St. Bonaventure will be the first
road opponent for Xavier. Not
only did the Bonnles lose Tom
Stith and Whitey Martin via graduation, but Fred Crawford also
lost when it was discovered that
he had tuberculosis. Bob l\lcCully,
Orrie Jirele, and Tom Hannon are
the top veterans returning for the
1961-62 season.
a 31-yarcl T.D. pass to end Bill
Sullivan to highlight X;i.vier's 27-0
over the "Big Green."A cletermin-

OPEN WIDE and SAY A-H-H-H!
Get that ref'reshing new /eeling with Cokel

lottled •11dcr authority of The Coea-Cola C0111pa11r ~r THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WOfkS COMPANY
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Pa1e Sis

Letters. To The Editor

· Why was this program carried
Many thanks must be given to . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
out in the atmosphere of a relig- the Xavier faculty for an enlightious tent revival?
ening and intelleClual discussion.
Jalor rllip -~ lte 1114~
Why were the guest speakers alap In North Ball tocla~ r....
lowed to question the patriotism 'To the S~ality, thanks for the l!:to aaoon un&ll 3:H p.m. 1Unp
and integrity of such Americans as show; but again, Why?
ma~ allo lte onlerect at tlall
Adlai Stevenson and Chester
time.·
-Charles Dorenkott, '63.
Bowles?
·
Why are all neutrals Communists?
·

Bulletin

(Continued from page 3)
on the importrint events that often
. can be of i11tcrp:;t to some other
men than merely of that minute
representation that showed up that
morning.
Time and time again I have asked mysclC where the membe1·s of
the NEWS get the gall to degrade
the Council a~d the wo1·k they do.
Mr. Tim Deegan has extended an
invitation to all students, even the
members of the NEWS. to attend
any of the weekly Council meetings and I strongly urge that they
do so in order to dispcll many of
the numerous suspicions that each
Coimcil meeting is a "cons1>i1·acy"
to take away from the students
their rights to choose their own
representatives and, although not
quite as important, their own class
gift.

As most of the men of Xavier
will agree, the men representing us
on Council arc conscientious students whose primary interest is to
further academic, cultural, and social aspects of the University for
the benefit of the students as a
body. They don't attempt to make
a stand for a few but, rather, for
Xavier. I don't see the paper giving any aid; at least the~· don't
manifest any in the editorials. To
aid the Student Council would be
to help oneself and the en ti r c
school.
·
And why did the NEWS completely disregard the talk given
by our President, Fr. O'Connor,
at the last Leadership Conference?
Could it be because he severely
criticized the editorial policy of
the NEWS? Or is it that the edilm·ia l staff dismissed it as unimportant and irrelevant? I hardly think
that the words of Fr. O'Conno1·
can be taken as such,
I recently overheard a prominent
member of the NEWS say that he
"respected" the views of any conscientious Conservative but that he
preferred to remain on his own
two feet! I can't see that a Conservative .is one who sits back and
lets everyone run over him. There
would be no Conservatism unless
they also "stood on thcfr own two
feel." I think a man should get
his terms correct before he uses
them so flagrantly.
I believe that the NEWS ,claims
their present position in order to
continue the bitter feeling that
they have already incurred around
campus. They say, "it keeps inle1·cst alive!"' This is definitely the
wrong kind of interest and displays a poor sense of judgment.
Try reporting the news as it is
and leave nothing out. :Maybe then
the Xavier University NEWS will
attain the respect it should have
and take its place among the many
other fine college newspapers in
the country today.
We'll be waiting to sec if you
have the guts to print this as the
NEWS is famous for 'throwing
. out" articles of this type, or, al
least cutting them up to suit their
taste. We'll see!
-Barry Foster, •62.

Deegan's invitation to' the students
to attend Council meetings as a letter to the Editor. In the same issue
(cf. X. U. NEWS, N_ov; 10) we
praised Council's work pnd t11at of
the Student Directory Committee
editorially. In- addition, 11 NEWS
reporter attends each meeting of
Coun.cil, and, as of Nov. 10, a speWhy were the questions addresscial Council column appears each ed to the speakers censored and
week in the NEWS.
rephrased?
Finally, the NEWS does ttot
"throw out" or "cut up·" any letter
submitted e:r~t for .r.e.asons of
outstanding bad_ taste
for lack
of space to print these · ietters ·in

or

their entirety.

•

..

•

"Why" . .4sked Of

"Now or Never"
Dear Sir:
Well, we all witnessed 'Now
or Never" in action, After attending this sorry. spectacular, I
have only one question for the Sodality: WHY?

And finally, why was this program sponsored? If it was to help
awaken Americans to Communism,
it failed! If it was to allow the
super-patriots to display their Americanism, it succeeded wonderfully! ,

Now • • •

(Continued ,from page 1)

effective ways to fight Communism is to understand the
basis of our American heritage. We must have a positive·
program to fight Communism. Such a program is not offered by "Now or Never." A positive social program is offered
by the papal encyclicals. On the political level there must
be state and federal legislation; and on the international
scene, foreign aid. (See editorial, page 2.) In the Xavier.
faculty symposium of November 12, the contrast between
the positive approach of "Mater et Magistra" and the nega..
tivism of "Now or Never' drew public comment from the
audience. We hope Xavier can elicit as much support for
future symposiums as was apparently spent on the "Now or
Never" program which, in the- wotds of Dr. Mol'ris. is "a
reflection on Xavier a~d Cincinnati."

In contrast to this super-patriotism, super-spectacular, the dignity and atmosphere of the Mater
et Mqlltra Symposium, Sunday
night was indeed a blessing. The
symposium and. the encyclical it ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - explained were the Catholic answer to the dangers of Communism. '.fhe "Now or Never" ·rallr
was the super-patriots' reply to
the same problem.

CH·ICO'S

MILLER'S· ALL STAR
DAmY,

3832 MONTGOMERY ROAD

J-Efferson 1-9366

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

FOODS

"'

Italian and American Food
· BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL MEALS WITH THIS AD
(One Block South of Dana Avenue)

ALLSTM.

The Shield of Quality _
656 East McMillan

WO 1-247'

• • •
Editor's Note-Several points in
Mr. Foster's letter deserve comme11ts, and we u•itt make these in
tl1eir proper order.
First of au, at no time did the
NEWS refer to Student Council as
"incompetent and biased." In our
fir.~t editorial of the year (cf. X. U.
NEWS, Sept. 22), t1ie NEWS made
aome suggestions to this body
which might make it more_ effective. One o/ these, in modified form
has been carried throuoh by Council-a change in the Council elec-

tion system.
Secondly, the news f'elease an:.
TIOuncing the visit of Tran Van
Chuong ,was made two days after
the NEWS deadline for copy, and
toe went out of. our way to include

lt8 wvhat8 gg:front that counts
IFILTER·BLE.NDI is yours in Winston and onlyWinston •.

Up front· you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking~ Smoke Winston.

this story, including a three-line
l1ec1dlinc on page one,
'l'hird, the NEWS printed ltfr.

VVINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should/
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Jazz Club Ushers

Vietnamese Ambassador
Won't Address Six

At Local Concert
Cincinnati tonight will play host
to one of jazz's controversial figurcs in a concert that brings more
than one first to area jazz buffs.
Encore Productions, Inc. will present "the man· with, the white
plastic sax," Ornette Coleman in
his first Cincinnati appearance in
Taft Auditorium this evening at
8:30 p.m.
The concert will feature the premiere performance of Coleman's
()Wn composition, "Free Jazz, An
lmprovisation," a work which
some cities have termed the most
daring and ambitious exploration
attempted in jazz since the mid-.
forties. Another feature of the
piece is its presentation, also considered by some to be a significant
innovation. "Fret? Jazz" features a
double quartet for the first time in
histony, a group which consists of
tw() saxophones, two trumpets, two
basses and two drums.

Sympathy
The NEWS extends its sympathy to the Very Reverend Paul L.
O'Connor on the death November
D of his mother, Mrs. Mary L.
O'Connor.

Last Monday Ambassador Tran
Van Chuong from Viet Nam visited. the Xavier campus.
He wished to deliver a speech
before a student "convocation."
However, because only six Xavier
stud.ents and two high school girls
showed. up, the ambassador declared that it wouldn't be proper to
address such a small group.
Arter a newspaper and radio interview, there was a small rcception !or him in the faculty lounge
o.f Alter Hall, where the ambassador answered questions about his
country and its fight against Com.munist guerillas. He stressed his
country's need for American foreign aid and technical help.
"You Americans must become
more aware," he declared, "of the
world and its problems."
He said that Viet Nam was a
test of America's intention to fight
the Communists. "If troops are
needed,'' he stated, "and you Americans withhold them, you will do
great harm not only to us but to
yourselves."
A university spokesman said
that a combination of circumstances led to the embarrassment.
He pointed out t·hat because of a
death in the family, the director
of the Council on World Affairs,
sponsor of the ambassador's tour,

was unable to inform him of a
change in plans. Thus, the ambassador thought he was going to
address 1,000 Xavier students
when.only fi!ty or sixty were expected. Furthermore, said the
spokesman, many students who
had declared intention of being
present for the talk at 9:00 a.m.
arrived at 9:20 a. m., by which
time the ambassador had gone on
to a press interview.
"Who is to blame? The administration? the faculty, the students?
Too much activity over the week-.
end'! Bad scheduling? Come, let's
not kid ourselves," said Joseph
Meissner, secretary of the International Club.
"We are all to blame," Joe added, "Xavier-and I mean us-has
blundered terribly. Maybe some
good will come from this. Maybe
we can change. But I doubt it."

DANCING

ABE BAUMRING
PHARMACY

Indian Aid

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL

(Continued from page 2)
raee for the heart and mind of
uneommlt&ed Asia, India is oar
na&uralally.Tbeworldhasheaved
and splH Into halves. We must
aeeept this division, for we live
In a real world.

4115 TOWER AVE.
ST. BERNARD
AV 1-9435

Page Seven

has facked a great ideology and simph!, easy solution, no cause to
that "MATER ET MAGISTRA" which people c:an dedicate themcan supply us with such a moral scl\'es for immC't!ia.Cc results," that
basis.
there is still gre:it hope for the
Mr. James Shea, Associate Edi- world if it' follcm·s the principles
tor of the Catholic Telegraph-Reg- set down by cmr present Holy
ister, then add~esscd the audience Father.
on "Spirituality in Action." He
Following the fnur talks there
pointed ou& that U is necessary for was a question and answer period
us to know, preach, and practice in which the audience had an opthe Cburcb'I teachings in &he portunity to quiz the panel on the
.
.
.
world today. lie eoneluded with encycltcal and its application to
the statement &hat "&here is no I the world today.

-·

HOMOGENIZED

'Mater Et Magistra'
(Continued from page 1)
problem, its effects on our current
U.S. foreign policy, and-its implication to American Catholics. Dr.
McCoy submitted that we have
measured up to Pope John's encyclical to a remarkable degree but
not remarkable enough; and he
proposed that our foreign policy

3611

Mon~on:.ery

-

QUAl 'TY~CHEKD

Rd.

Between Ch_ico's and the Shirt Laur'ldrv
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Just as in Europe a strong West
Berlin mirrored the weaknesses of
Commµ.~isro ·.when placed along-.
side of East Berlin, s() too in Asia
must India be made strong to
shame Red· China.
Alexander Hamilton showed us
that a weak democracy cannot
raise itself up by .the bootstraps
to industrial might; foreign aid is
necessary,
·

Foreign aid! That is our clear
call in India. Should India fail,
the West will have lost in Asia.
India will· have lost little, for it
had little to lose. But we will have
lost much more-our respect ancl
our prestige . and continent. WE
NEED INDIA MORE THAN INDIA NEEDS US.

I

Will we go 'down in history as
the natio~ which - in - the d~sire
for lower- taxes--lost the war for
mankind?

T-HE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
3616 Mon&llfomery lload
EVANSTON
One· Block South of Dana
Few Blocka North of t11c Dorm

•

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF Df\Y BUNDLES
4-HOUR SERVICE •

New England
Hat
Ma,nufacturi~g

Company

*

118 B.8& · Slid• Street
Cl•,ianatl, Ohio

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas part•.• divisa estl''
uys vet.eran coach Romulu• (Uncl~j Remu•. "We hav~ a
saying over at the Coliseum-"ntreyton separates the gladu~
tors from the gladioli'. It's a rea~ magnus smoke. 'Th~e it
&Om me, Tareytondeliye1'S de custibua-an.d the Dual Fdt.er

. doelitl"

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton·.
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Pare El1llt

New Psychology Lab To Feature
Facilities For Research Projects

Councilman Gilligan Spealis
To Political Forum

Development of Xavier's new
"I would rather heat· two nights Inarrow political view." He tagged psychology laboratory, located on
.oc talk on how to eradicate segre- this view as obviously incorrect the first fto0r of Alumni Hall, is·
gation than two nights of namecalling." So snid Democratic Coun- and sai<J the "liberals are more expected to be completed th1"s
~ilman 'John Gilligan in a speech effective in fighting Communism sprmg ac~rdini to. Mr. John N.
to the Xavier Political Forum at but less gung-ho." 'l'he best way Marr, experimental psychologist.
Marion ·Hall, Thm·sday evening, to fight it, he said, is· to build the Work on the lab was begun
November 9.
s t ruet ure 0 f governmen t so as t0 this fall with the installation- of
Mr. Gilligan, who recently poll- eliminate the injustices which some equipment in the two rooms
eel the second highest number of Cominunis11_1 exploits. In the Thir- that were cleared for this pur~se.
voles _in his. re-election to City ties, if there had not .been social When finished, the lab will be
Counc1l, dehvered a . speech· on reform, then there would have
_.
.
.
"Liberalism, Conservatism, and
,.
usea for demonstrations 10 courses
Anti - Communism." He s poke been armed _reform.
in experimental psychology and
sometimes with humor. sometimes
Following a short break, - Mr. for· small student research pro.
with sarcasm, but always with Gilligan answered questions from jects. It will also be used for
conviction.
the floor. In reply to one he stated, ~rivate research by graduate stuMr. Gilligan expressed a belief "lf we could build a selective dents and by the depa1•tment facthnt man in his .spiritual side is bomb •. ·• · to eliminate all the ulty. Already Mr. Marr is making
more important than s o c i e t y . communists in the world, we . preparations for extensive reDemocl'acy, he said, has often in would not have Eden. This is an search concerning mother rats and
Its history in America been slurred
guinea pigs and their young.
.
by anti-democratic reactions such adolescent idea . . . we have alunder
the
th1·eat
of
However,
there
is much still to
ways
lived
as "the bloody-shirt policy of postannihilation but we went out and be done, he said. Some of the
Civil War Republicans."
built our li~es."
facilities yet to be installed inMr. Gilligan stated further that
clude two small sound-proof rooms
the "Now or Never" sp~akers are
This seemed to be a summary w;th one-way glass for the oban "apparition of the John Birch ol his speech: "Don't worry so servation of humans or animals
Society" and would emulate the much about sm~shing communists. inside, special drapes .to completepre-World War II European phe- Rather, improve om·selves and the ly darken one room for use in
nomenon of divided political opin- world so that communism will perception experiments, demonion ·into "two fat shat·ks with some have nothing to feed on."
. strati_ng tables and sinks, and sevminnows in between." One shark
is communism and rom-symps,
while the other is the right •:ingers. And "only they (the
right-wingers) can pick out the
communists.''
·

I

.JAZZ

On a Sunday Afternoon

Outstanding Weekly "Live" Jazz Series
Starting Sunday, Nov. '12 - 3 to 6 P.M.

· General Walker, who recently
resigned from the army after havirlg all~edly distributed radical
rightist-anti-communist material to
his troops, was branded by Mr'.
Gilligan as "having used his rank,
authority and prestige lo influence
the thought of his soldiers. No
matter who he was for, this is
not cricket in a democracy . . .
where the military is subject t9
the civil authority."

This Week:

BILL WALTERS' 10-pc. &i1 band ;uz
RON McCROBY SEXTET
CINDY JORDAN, Vocalist
Noted Jass

Autborlt~

LEE STOLLER TRIO
POPEYE MAUPIN TRIO
GUSTIN & BISHOF

MC Dick Pike of WNOP

THE SURF CLUB
"Most Beautiful in 7'own"

6383 Glenway

Concerning the "Now or Never"
prngrnm, he said it "rept"esents a

(Western Bowl)

.

'

.. . . . . ,...
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I'D Lf KE YOU TO
STAlll' A;·_~VROLL

SA.ViN"GS PLAN

FOR. ME, UNC"

eral pieces of equipment. These
will include apparatus used in
psycho-physical experiments with
h uman su b'Jec ts. I n add't'
1 ton th ere
is to be an animal room with large
_colonies of guinea pigs and white
rats, an operating table, and other
equipment for use in animal experiments.

DONAL.DI

Mr. Marr, who joined Xavier's.
faculty this year, at present conducts all of the classes in experimental psychology, some of' which
already meet in the unfinished lab.

0ne..-.-t-

(Atdltoro/"BMe/ootBoy With Cheek", "The Manu
L01Je3 of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
·

IT'S LATER TRAN YOU TmNKt
All year long you've beep promis~ng yourself to go there. Now
the semester is ne:irly over and you still haven't set foot in the
place. Shame on your
But it's not too late. Right now, this very minute, before
·you weaken, lift up your head and forward march to the plaoe
you have been avoiding ever since school began. I refer, of
course, to the libmry.
. ·
Now here you are at the library. That wasn't so bad, Wall
it? Of course not! Go inside. What do you see? A sign that saya
"NO SMOKING.'~ Go outside. Light a Marlboro. Smoke.
Go back inside.
Because now you ·are ready. Now..your trembling resolution.
is rigid. Now your pulsing psyche is serene. You have beea
calmed by mild Marlboro. You have been soothed by that fine.
aelectrate filter, by .that fine full flavor that dotes and pampera
and caresses, ·that lifts the fallen, repairs the shattered, straightens the bent, unravels the knotted; rights the askew, aucl
fastens the unbuttoned.
In the center of the library you see the main circulation desk.
Look in the card catalogue for the number of the book you
want, write .the number on a slip, and hand it to the efficient
.and obli~ng young lady at the desk. The efficient and obliging
young lady then gives the slip to an efficient and obliging page
boy who trots briskly back into the stacks, curls up on a limp
leather encyclopedia, and sleeps for an hour· or two. Then,
puffy but refreshed, he returns your.. slip to the efficient ancl
obliging young lady at the desk, who tells you one of three
things: a) "Your book is out." b) "Your book is at the bindery~'S
e) "Your book is on reserve.''
Having learned that the circulation desk hasn't the. lead
intention' of ever parting with a book, let us now go into the
periodical room. Here we· spend hours sifting through an im·
posing army of magazines-magazines from all the far cornera
of the.earth, magnzines of every nature and description-but;
though we search diligently and well, we cannot find Mad or
Playbo11.
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· Next let us venture into the referenoe room. Here in this
·. hushed,, vaulted chamber, we find the true scholars .of ·the
university-earnest, dedicated young men and women who care
for only one thing in the world: the pursuit of knowledge. . Let us eavesdrop for a moment on this erudite oouple pori111
over heavy tomes at the corner table. Hush! She speab:
SHE: Whateha readin', hey?
-HE: The Origin of Species. You ever re&d itT
SHE: No~ but I seen the movie.
HE: Oh.
SHE: You like readin'T
HE:Naah.
SHE: What do you likef
HE: Hockey, licorioe, girls,' stul like that.
SHE: Me too, hey.
HE: You pinned or anything?
SHE: Well, sort of. I'm. wearin a fellow's motorcycle
emblem •.• But it's only tllatonie. ·
HE: Wtmna go out for a smoke?
SHE: l\farlboro?
im: What else?
Atid all our learned frlcnd11 take their leave, let us too wend
our way homeward-a trifle wenry, 1ierhaps, but enlightened
and renewed 1md better citizens for having spent these hapt>Y
liours in the library, Aloha, library, aloha!
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f'h,• maker• of ltlarlboro, 10110 aponsor I/Ila cotmn~. couttl
rvrite oolume11 about a11otl1er 011e of tl1eir /i11e product•-

tlle unlillered king-size Pl1ili11 lttorri• Commander-but

we' II 011111 I ell 11011 tl1i11: Take a leaf from 011r llook. Bnjo11 •

Commander loda11,

